
Proceedings of 15thDistrict Level Research-Extension Interface meet of 

Sundargarh District 

The 15thDistrict Level Research-Extension Interface meeting of Sundargarh district 

was conducted under the Chairmanship of Deputy Director Horticulture. Sundargarh at 10.30 
AM on dt.18.09.2018 in Conference Hall of KVK. Sundargarh-1. At the outset the Senior 

Scientist and Head. KVK Sundargarh-1 welcomed the members and highlighted the action 

taken on recommendations of previous meeting and ongoing activities. 

The highlights of the meeting as per Annexure-1 (Agenda): 

SI I Recommendation of last Action Taken on Previous Meeting 
No meeting 
1 FPO to be created m every Commodities and CI Gs have been identified and group 

operation village discussion on creation of FPOs has been completed m 

Ranibandh. Talimunda villages 

2 Floriculture to be developed Rose and Gerbera garden developing in blocks of Lephripara. 

in adopted villages Hemgir. Rajgangpur. Karamdih through Deptt. Of 

Horticulture 
" Development of few farm Sri Kautuk Das. Farmer. Jhargaon. Lephripara was identified .) 

entrepreneurs of the district to for development of his IFS and invited to share his details. 

establish IFS Models. Sri Kamesh Ch. Pattanaik. Farmer Kumarmunda has been 
identified 

The highlights of the meeting: 
1. Sri Kamesh Ch. Pattanaik. Farmer. Kumarmunda:-Informed the house of his 

background in MNC and post-retirement has started one Mushroom unit with 

application of organic inputs for increasing the production and protection from insect 

and pest. Some Agri and Horticulture components also including in his farm. 

Expressed his interest for a loan of upto 10 lacs with project for increasing his 

mushroom production unit. The House decided to recast the project proposal up to 13-

15lakhs for Hi-tech mushroom production unit. 

2. Sri Gurucharan Pradhan. Innovator. Talita, Bonaigarh: - Appraised the house of his 

innovation. one multi-utility machine which can perform 8 types of agricultural 

operation. for which his innovation was awarded from NIRD. Hyderabad recently. 

To which the house decided to send his application to the IPR cell of OUAT to patent 

his innovation. 

3. PD Watersheds :- Informed the house of support to the KVK adopted villages under 

DFI through Minikits of nutritional garden. pump set. production system. drip 

sprinkler and capital support upto Rs 24.000/- and to which all the line departments 

agreed to converge and support the 42 Nos of farmers under DFI in Sundargarh 



district. 

4. Sri Susant Naik. Fam1er Promoter. Salepali. Sundargarh :- informed the house of his 
activities in integrated farming and simultaneously of new business enterprises also 
distress selling of milk in his village. to which ARD BVO. Sundargarh informed the 
house that the nearby village of Majhapara is selling through cooperative at Bamra 
through the OMFED chain to which PD. DDM and CEO of FPO opioned to visit the 
village. conduct a survey on milch population. the amount of milk produced daily and 
link the village alongwith similar villages to the same Milk procurement channel. 

5. DDM NABARD: - Elaborately explained FPO of Lephripara Block and he shared the 
experience in marketing of drumstick. tomato. chilli. pointed gourd. etc and urged the 
house to encourage formation of FPOs for marketing and post-harvest management 
activities. 

6. CEO. FPO Sri Gangadhar Kisan. suggested the house to identify similar villages 
where FPO can be created for a single product so marketing of the produce can be 
made easily. 

7. Rep of SS&H-11. Scientist (Horticulture) informed on the different activities 
conducted by the KVK and apprised the house of the progress and inputs distributed 
to the DFI farmers and the plan for the ensuing rabi season. 

8. OIC & Senior Scientist. RRTTSS. Kirei ; informed the house of normal rainfall in the 
district till now and about a weather system developing in the ensuing week and 
suggested measures to drain excess water from existing fields and gradual withdrawal 
of the monsoon later this month. 

9. SS&H. Sundargarh-1 : informed the house on the creation of one nutritional garden in 
each family the concept for the purpose and the model developed at KVK and urged 
all members to replicate in all their coverage villages. She also informed the house of 
the DFI programme and the farmers involved with KVK and urged all the members to 

takes special attention to the farmers under DFL to which DDH replied that the Dept 
can support immediately with minikits containing Cabbage. cauliflower. chilli. okra. 
brinjal. pumpkin seeds and similarly papaya and drumstick shall be provided on 
demand to farmers. She urged ARD dept to provide or linkage to get different 
varieties of poultry breeds of to be demonstrated at KVK. 

10. Satyamaya Satapathy. Scientist (Agronomy ) informed the house on the recent joint 
visit to IRRI- Trials along with Dr B P Bhadoria. IRRI that all varieties are 
performing well. in all fields there were incidences of caseworm and leaf folder and 

minimal damage of gundhy bug and suggested measures. In some cases of c.v Bina-
11 there was observance of Panicle initiation in vegetative stage to which Dr B P 
Bhadoria. had said that as in some cases due to delay in monsoon consequently late 
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transplanting of old seedlings these were observed. but less difference in productivity. 
He also informed about 2 new apps like '"RICE CAST.. and ·'RICE DOCTOR'" 

where the farmers can indent seeds directly and see the performance. 

11. Discussions were also made on development of few farm entrepreneurs of the district 

to establish IFS Models and to document the different existing IFS in the district as 

demanded by IC AR. 

12. It was uniformly decided to make joint field visit tomorrow (19.09.18) to Vedvayas. 

Kumarmunda (mushroom unit) and Talita Bonaigarh (Multifunctional implement) 

13. It was finally decided to focus and promote on nutritional garden development in 
maximum villages of the district with support of all the line department. 

14. It was decided to make a joint visit to the existing FPO in the district and to document 

their activities and also to Bhasma and Kulta for Fishery unit developed by WSHGs. 

The meeting ended at 02:30 PM with vote of thanks by Dr (Mrs.) Manasi Bhol. Senior 

Scientist and Head. KVK. Sundargarh-II to the Chair and all members. 
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